This work is built on the Mathematica-Simulink transformed modeling which emphasizes on the rate of heat generation when occurs radiation absorption with low scattering in attenuation against tissue radial and axial depth. Experimental based data and prediction of thermal distribution owing to absorption has applied a closed-form system known in principle as an analogue computer model. There are assumptions which considered to modeling principle and sample conditions such as static tissue with no blood supply with response to homeostatic regulation of body temperature equilibrium. Thermal transfer of different power densities indicates that it penetrates the axial or radial depth with the small heat change difference for several types of tissue, i.e., skin, fat, tumor, and muscle. The results for time intervals of one second or longer show a steady-state centered about one temperature. By contrast, milliseconds to picoseconds time ranges display a small but significant temperature change as the depth varies correlated with the contrasting tissue structures. The dimensionless temperature used for finding indifference of tissue thermal characteristics that gives the heat mapping in different contours of the dimensionless temperature. This indicates that the THz regime has a good prospect for clinical purpose and medical therapy as well as imaging.
INTRODUCTION
Terahertz radiation is a part of the infrared region included microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum. It has specific properties sensing to moisture medium. This research determines the THz radiation regime absorption owing to the interaction between THz radiation and homogeneous tissue. The main connection in the software of Mathematica programming is to connect with transforming multi dimensional transfer functions of Matlab. Here we discuss a system to apply link of the main software such as Mathematica and Simulink in Matlab. This system is a MathematicaSimulink transformed the system from a model constructed by interconnecting the blocks of Simulink. It is based on modeling of THz radiation regime heat transfer through tissue. We calculate on the rate of heat generation when occurs radiation absorption with low scattering in attenuation against the tissue radial and axial depth. Analogue computer model principle is constructed for determination of temperature distribution through biological tissue which uses a closed-form thermal-change system due to THz continuous wave radiation regime absorption at room temperature [1] [2] [3] . There are assumptions to be considered to modeling principle and sample conditions of static and dynamic tissue. We use the different power of THz radiation heat transfer through tissues in which gives certain interpretations by a ratio of transmission and reflection intensity in the abnormal-normal cell tissue layer. The design constitutes dynamics modeling with applying the Mathematica-Simulink transformed system. The computation of modeling uses numerical methods with a power source of THz radiation regime in the range of (0.1-1) THz while comparisons use the experiment results of other researcher and other numerical methods in a terahertz range close to lower far infrared for studying validation.
THz radiation heat transfer of different power densities indicates that there is the significant small change in the heat transfer against axial and radial depth for several types of tissue with the various time of milliseconds-picoseconds range [4] [5] [6] . The results for time intervals of one second or longer show a constant temperature or a steady statecentered about one temperature. By contrast, milliseconds to picoseconds time ranges display a small but significant temperature change as the depth varies from initial condition to a depth of about 0 °C. Types of tissue show various temperature distributions for a THz power source which result in different maximum tissue depth and time steps 1 ps with a small temperature change gradually approaching zero. It is clear to be correlated with the contrasting tissue structures. The computation of modeling for comparison with this system has used the numerical methods with a range of THz power density source in (10-150) mW.m 3 and a frequency range of (0.1-1) THz. They show the same achievement results of thermal distribution temperature in the various time and boundary conditions. A good agreement is
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observed which fat indicates higher in heat transfer than skin and muscle to refer on the difference of tissue characteristics.
METHODOLOGY OF MODELING

Model of blood-supplied tissue in THz radiation-tissue interaction
The increase of the blood perfusion rate by dilation of the blood vessels is near the heated area that induced to remove the heat by the convection effect and when the vessels are coagulated, the blood perfusion rate decreases. As illustrated in Fig.1 , the replica tissue structure depicts the dynamics of THz radiation-tissue interaction with its processing is nonlinear. It is complex process which makes it extremely difficult to predict the final effect of THz radiation irradiation. The whole nonlinear dynamic process of THz radiationtissue interaction is not discussed. In the case of bioheat transfer, the computational domain may be selected as a cylindrical form in the rectangular box. The computational domain can be considered in 1 D coordinate, using different coordinate systems. The numerical solution of the mathematical model provides a quantitative description of the heat reaction of bio-tissues when irradiated by the THz radiation source. Tissue optics is distinguished from conventional optics through its interest in the response of biological tissues to THz radiation regime. Biological tissue is nonhomogeneous, and in many cases, a tissue layer which absorbs and scatters the THz radiation energy based upon its optical properties. Absorbed photon energy is relaxed either non thermally or thermally.
Non thermally relaxed photons carry a different wavelength from the original wavelength (fluorescence) [7] [8] [9] . These photons are used for diagnosis. The most absorbed energy is relaxed thermally and causes the rise in tissue temperature. When the temperature rise and the time at that temperature progress above a certain threshold, then the tissue is thermally damaged and coagulated. This thermal damage process is determined by thermal damage parameters. In most cases, the temperature rise and corresponding thermal coagulation change the optical properties, thermal properties, and blood perfusion rate of biological tissues as discussed earlier. Following the coagulation, the light energy is redistributed based upon the new optical properties during THz radiation irradiation. The thermal properties such as thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat of tissue are functions of tissue water content. Since temperature rise causes evaporation of the water contents at the surface of the irradiated tissue, the thermal properties also change.
A mathematical model for the thermal field is Pennes equation of the bioheat and it describes the thermal behavior based on the classical Fourier's law [6, 9] . The model results of this theoretical analysis will enable to understand and answer the following statements:
1. The change on the temperature field of THz radiation behaviors with a heat release of terahertz radiation at THz frequencies and since water has strong absorptions [10] [11] [12] and cancer cell tissues tend to have different water content from normal tissue [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] when penetrating at boundaries of each tissue layer.
2. The effect on the penetration of terahertz radiation at interfaces of cancers-normal and other tissue layers appears the significant changes of heat release distribution [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] and owing to the existence of involving factors of absorption, reflection, refraction, dispersion and scattering [24] [25] [26] [27] .
The THz radiation source is assumed to be vertically incident upon the tissue surface and has power in 15 mW-150 mW and a beam radius of 2 mm. The total exposure time is minute-picoseconds, and the initial temperature is set at room temperature and body temperature at 37°C. In this study, the original data sources refer several references [25, 27, 7, 10, [28] [29] [30] . A result of the modified table can be seen in Table 1 . The established numerical or analytical calculation of tissue optical and thermal properties as compared with the experimental data of FTIR and THz pulse. The THz radiation fluence rate calculated using the input parameters in Table 1 . The verification for the temperature calculations using analogue computer technique is performed by a comparison with an analytic, numerical solution and others In Fig.1a depicts the block diagram of a body thermoregulatory dynamics model for analyzing the thermal transfer of terahertz radiation in tissue. It has a purpose of knowing absorption rate which is related to the THz radiation regime electric field. Theory of compartment for energy rate Q in biophysics it considers substances of tissue structure as an interesting analogy which explains into the partition concept of compartments. Meanwhile in Fig. 1a and 1b, it explains principles of pulse transmission and Fig. 2a , 2b,2c and 2d there are main compartments to have a function as integrators. These ports are places of termination process for heat flux input and output in skin, fat, tumor and muscle tissue which are caused by THz radiation absorption. The temperature increase during the exposure is due to the THz radiation regime absorption in tissues. Absorption of power is characterized by specific absorption rate, which is related to the THz radiation regime electric field. To employ clearly in this thesis relate to the aspects of analysis which explains the descriptive research.
Derivation of Modeling Equation
In Fig. 3 , if a part of body response to increase heat to be used to control the heat rise process in tissue due to the penetration of THz radiation, then it needs the accurate information about the change of temperature in the response of input of THz radiation heat during absorption in tissue. The energy change or accumulation in transient condition can be expressed in the following equation [2] .
Where V is volume of tissue, density , specific heat C and time t independent variable, or in term of absorbed power density in the volume of tissue. By the assumption of equal inlet and outlet heat flow rate, which the mass of tissue is constant. Since accumulation = input − output ( 2 ) then it can be expressed in the following equation
Theory of compartment in biophysics it considers substances of muscle cancer tissue structure as an analogy which explains into the partition concept of compartments. There are two main compartments to have a function as integrators. These ports are places of termination process for input and output of heat flux in cancer and normal tissue which caused by THz radiation absorption (SAR) and thermoregulation of blood supply and metabolism such as a cell, other tissue, fat, heamoglobin (HB), and intracellular. This expression of cancer tissue can be given by the following equation:
For the muscle tissue, it is given by
Equation (4 and 5) can be used only if temperature distribution in the system or in a part of the system is uniform, and the temperature is independent of spatial coordinates, T(z,t) = T(t). This assumption of the uniform temperature distribution also implies that the system physical properties, such as density and specific heat, are constant within the system boundaries [2, 3, 5, 6, [9] [10] [11] [12] 16] .
Where  (S/mm) is the electric conductivity of tissue,  is the mass density in kg/m, µ =µa+µs (mm -1 ) is the total attenuation coefficient absorption and scattering coefficient, w (mm) is a spot THz beam waist radius,  (mm) is the penetration depth of THz radiation, r [47] is the distance from the power source, T is the fraction of transmitted power, and E is the root mean square (RMS) of THz radiation regime electric field strength in V/mm. If there is no response of body tissue, the relation between SAR, duration of exposure dt, and heat conduction due to change in temperature dT. These expressions of skin, fat, tumor and muscle tissue can be given by the following equations with involving constants of heat transport rate K,
Equation (7-10) can be used only if temperature distribution in the system or in a part of the system is uniform, and the temperature is independent of spatial coordinates, T(z,t) = T(t). This assumption of the uniformity temperature distribution also implies that the system physical properties, such as density and specific heat, are constant within the system boundaries. For the specific reason involving pointing vector power hence S = E x H and terahertz power source Q (E, H, T, x) into the physical magnetic and electric field intensity Maxwell's equations are set in the time domain is the most natural approach. It starts with solving the following main Maxwell's equations together with the heat conduction equation simultaneously subjected to the following initial and boundary conditions,
Where Q (E, H, x, T) is the THz power heat source, density , electric conductivity  and permittivity . Fields arise from currents and charges on the source. The analogue computer differential analyzer is really a transient analyzer, in that conditions at the beginning of the interval of integration must be fed into the machine and the final results are taken as they come. If conditions at both ends of an interval of integration are specified, in general not enough is known about the starting conditions so that upon integration the correct final conditions will result. This means that the trial solution must be made for assumed starting conditions and then by interpolation or extrapolation the correct starting conditions determined to satisfy the required final conditions. It is imagined that equations [7] [8] [9] [10] have some physical quantities in which solution of temperature T depends on parameters from K1, K2 to Ki which are derived from experimental data. The parameters K1, K2 and up to Ki typically carry some uncertainties resulting from the experiment that is used to measure them. We attempt to calculate the resulting uncertainty in the quantity T by using the total derivative of the expression. Assume that parameters K1, K2 up to Ki carry uncertainties, dT(K1), dT(K2), and up to dT(Ki), respectively, but the parameter Ki is a well known constant without any significant uncertainty. Assuming that linear approximations are adequate, the uncertainty in the derived quantity T is then can be determined.
The Mathematica-Simulink transformed program building
The Mathematica-Simulink transformed program building environment for biophysics and the medical application has been developing in which the computer imaging and signal processing software mathematica is as transformer software from modelling of Matlab-Simulink based dynamic systems. It can be seen in Fig. 2 . It is applied for the analysis of Simulink-based dynamic systems with models constructed through the analogue circuit step in Fig. 3 using equation 7, 8, 9 and 10. Simulink designs are transformed to Mathematica through Matca-Smlink Programs under the control of a modified Mathematica graphical user interface. The applications in imaging and signal processing of simulink dynamics modelling are described in which block-transformed nonlinear systems coded in Matca-Smlink Programs passed to Mathematica. Mathematica is employed to determine the transfer functions that connecting the system outputs to the system inputs and this system is applied to obtain the timely responses and the harmonic responses of the system. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
THz radiation heat conduction in milliseconds-picoseconds range In the analysis of the heat transfer through tissue involving the heat conduction equation, there arises a scale of sort time concerned with the relaxing time. It focuses on solutions in response to pulse absorption of THz radiation. The Fig.4 show that temperature distribution is instantaneous to propagate at every point in tissue from incident pulse which arises effect. During this duration, the temperature fluctuates in a range of millisecond-picoseconds. This effect indicates that in fast time and a short distance in which case of THz radiation pulse could travel lesser than the light speed. This means that the initial cause problem exists on the fact which THz radiation pulse gives a response to the excitation of molecules. This response tends to form a step which needs time for the reestablished equilibrium known as the time of relaxation. Determination of this condition depends on the process of microscopic collision. Analyses focus on particularly in relaxation times of pulse propagation. The results for time intervals of one second or longer show a constant temperature or a steady state-centered about one temperature. By contrast, millisecond to picosecond time ranges display a small but significant temperature change as the depth varies from x=0 mm to a depth at which T=0 °C. In Fig. 4 they show the use of time intervals for several types of tissue in in skin (brown), fat (yellow), tumor (pink), or muscle (red) to obtain temperature distributions as functions of tissue depth. Skin tissue shows heat conduction with maximum tissue depth 0.2 mm and time steps 10 -12 s or 1 ps with a small temperature change gradually approaching zero. It is thinner than fat tissue 0.3 mm but thicker than tumor 0.1 mm or muscle tissue 0.15 mm, correlated with the contrasting tissue structures [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] 52] .
Analysis of dimensionless parameters
In this research we discuss the dimensional analysis of thermal distribution constitutes an expression in parameters of dimensionless temperature concerning a ratio of the same unit. THz radiation heat transfer in kinds of tissue yield a number of pertinent dimensionless groups that are, in general, analogous to dimensionless groups for depth of tissue. Calculation computes the heat transfer in cancer tissue which results in the thermal distribution using two different axis depth conditions such as radial and axial axis direction. In Fig. 5a and b they show two different heat distributions. Axial depth describes that ratio of temperature dimensionless concerning heat transfer of THz radiation absorption decreases more sharply than that of radial depth axis. It means that when THz radiation is absorbed in cancer tissue then the resulting heat in the axial axis direction propagates faster and larger than that of the radial axis direction. In principle, the important analysis of dimensionless parameter aims as the determination of medium characteristic heat transfer number factor. It is a medium properties group analogous like bio medium, plasma, gas, fluid and solid.
The thermal distribution shows that the generation of heat connected to the THz radiation regime absorption strength in Fig. 5 . THz radiation heat transfer of three different tissues with a power 50 mW indicates that the dimensionless temperature to depth in various tissues such as skin [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , fat (blue) and muscle (red) tissue varying for the exposure in 1 ps with THz radiation beam waist radius 5 mm, fraction of transmitted power 1. Basically, It is necessary to be found accurately numerical data for certain ranges of transmitted and reflected energy to the biological tissues at Terahertz frequencies. Temperature distribution using mathematica-simulink transformed system and comparisons A result of the graphs in Fig. 6 , application of the MathematicaSimulink transformed system or analogue computer method (ACM) it is iterated in time until an asymptotic temperature profile is achieved. To compare the predicted and empirically measured temperature, the results are saved at predetermined intervals. The thermal distribution experiment measurement with exposure of terahertz radiation various powers on each kind of normal tissue surface and inside abnormal tissue bodies are considered. In Fig. 6a and 6b as comparison studies of the thermal structure of tissue layers such as skin, fat, and muscle for exploring deeply the smallest temperature change against the depth of each tissue layer with the use of different frequency 0.1 THz and 1 THz and power 100 mW and 150 mW, respectively. They show temperature distribution results for absorption through tissue structure. An analogue computer method is compared with other methods such as Monte Carlo, analytical, and numerical method. It seems most of the same attainment. Meanwhile in Fig. 6b  and 6c , both ACM and experiment data describe the same approach results. The thermal distributions of ACM and experiment data (in the graph) shows that the heat generated is directly related to using of the 0.1 and 1 THz. For use of different power sources between ultrasound and terahertz, there is a significant difference in temperature distribution of both them. Terahertz has absorption strength higher than ultrasound which can be seen in Fig. 6d . In Fig. 6a and 6b show heat transfer of two different frequencies indicate significant results in the heat changes against the depth of tissues for the exposure in time t = 0.5,1,53 and 92. Therefore the present investigation is more capable of dealing with many practical bioheat transfer problems than some other suggested analytical solutions. The low frequency of 0.1 THz can result in temperature changes such as T about 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, and 4.5 o C with increasing tissue depth and vice-versa. Whereas using of frequency 1 THz irradiates in several time durations resulting in T about 0.5, 2, 4.5, and 7.0 o C. When power with these frequencies penetrates the depth of tissue then their loss of powers reach zero about 12 mm. It is obvious to show the significant temperature decrease of each power density sharply. The high (red) and medium (blue) power density results in a high-temperature change against the depth of tissues; whereas the low power density [21, 23, 30, 31] shows the slight temperature change to remain constant gradually.
These reasons indicate that heat mechanisms are principally connected with the THz radiation regime absorption depending on tissue dielectric complex property and thermal parameters. In a structured modeling of three tissue layers we use solving the fundamental heat conduction equation which has empowers with different frequency. It can be seen that there is a significant change in temperature when the use of different frequency irradiates in the time period. The time required for these temperatures to return to near base levels, which is critical for determining THz radiation signal repetition rate, is considerably longer than the theoretically-defined thermal relaxation time. Physically, it is obvious to understand that two identical quasi-conductor media (e.g. fat and muscle tissue cell) with the same boundary conditions may evolve differently if they start with the same initial temperatures. This interpretation with the focused model solutions depends on the bioheat conduction main parameters such as a tissue cell heat conduction attenuation, THz radiation heat conduction wave, and thermal diffusivity. To better understand the heat conduction in muscle cancer tissue physical interpretation using the heat conduction equation; it needs to look more in detail on the thermal properties of normal muscle tissue. For physical problems, it is not sufficient to know that the problem exists and has a unique solution. Hence the continuity requirement is not only useful but also essential.
VISUALIZATION OF THZ RADIATION HEAT MAPPING IN TISSUE
Mapping of tissue heat conduction
In quantum optics, the visualization of causal interpretation for energy density plot is observed through the trace of THz radiation photon in tissue using Monte Carlo method. It can be seen in Figure in o C. Consider heat transfer given by heat conduction equation which represents heat conduction mapping in a two-dimensional domain. The 2D technique is applied for visualizing in area depicting and using the amplitude mapping of the 2D color map as can be seen in Fig. 7a . The area in x and y coordinate is in where at an origin point as a beginning position of radiation source trace that travels randomly in tissue to form a trajectory going randomly from down to up , the THz radiation position in the direction of x-axis from left to right, and the radial distance r from a diagonal direction toward top. It seems to fluctuate with the small vibrations of radiation trace toward the top in a radial direction. Interpretation of this performance can be analyzed structurally by an amplitude of waveforms. The other visualization to interpret this data is emphasizing on observables of energy density or the flux density which transforms into real space. This displays the qualities and quantities synchronically as shown in Fig. 7a . As a vectorial quantity with arrows from the energy flux density can be visualized most intuitively. In Fig.7b, 7c and 7d the boundary conditions are such that the temperature on all the edges of the domain equal to 0. Without loss of generality, one can take the thermal diffusivity of skin, fat and muscle is α equal to 0.05 cm 2 /s, 007 and 0.003, respectively. The initial condition is given in room temperature. The dimensionless temperature can be found using the Chebyshev collocation technique. As shown in Fig. 7a, 7b , and 7c they give the results in different contours of the dimensionless temperature. They are shown using the various colors for the high temperature in red and low temperature in orange. Perfect agreement is observed which fat indicates higher in heat transfer than skin and muscle. It refers on the difference of tissue characteristics. The purpose of this heat mapping is to visualize the relationship between heat transfer rate and wavelength that varies thermal conductivity of tissue kinds by applying scattering factor. This visualization plots the heat production rate versus wavelength through the depth of tissue. It investigates a modified bio-heat model. The equation, which includes the calculation of factors that affect the heat production rate per unit volume in cell tissue. This analysis uses various tissues with a power source of 100 mW. Fat shows high heat production rate (red) among skin and muscle. THz radiation penetrates biological tissue by analyzing the scattering, which depends on the angle and wavelength. 
The Instantaneous power density through tissue
A qualitative interpreting of the THz radiation pulse penetration into tissue performs the illustration of visualization way in an area with passing sequences of pulse propagation through tissue cell slits. The different stages of THz radiation absorption into tissue in the frequency region of (0.1-1), they indicate understanding the dosimetric significance from the THz radiation exposure to tissue. The calculation of THz radiation energy into heat energy inside a tissue small volume is computed with using the energy per unit time. Application of the contour technique interprets the instantaneous power density in arbitrary units or decibels. In Fig. 8 , it describes causal interpretation visualization in energy density contour plot for THz radiation absorption behaviors in two different tissues fat (left) and muscle (right). In Fig. 8a, 8b , and 8c they show the transformation of energy flows from source to medium which the radiation energy comes from absorption in fat (n = 1.35, left) near a small interface slab of fat-muscle (n = 1.38, right). They depict that how the influence of the fat-muscle interface thickness is having the size about THz radiation wavelength. In Fig. 8 a if radiation has the same wavelength or close to the interface thickness with a layer width d = 1.9 µm and a factor of regularity =0.2 then the radiation energy in such systems does not go from the fat to muscle directly, but from the fat to its intersection point at or inside the layer interface. This means that it reaches a stage of energy equilibrium at the boundary. It can be analogous to refer to the fields' combination of two-oriented radiation dipoles with regularity factor. One of both is the source of radiation energy while the second dipole is a sink of tissue cell energy. In THz radiation source in fat flows to penetrate an interface of fat-muscle with a layer width d = 2.5 µm and a factor of regularity =0.7. Biological tissue is a complex and highly heterogeneous material, especially in a microscopic scale with typical dimensions comparable to the wavelength of visible light. Scattering arises from the microscopic variations and inhomogeneities of the refractive index which correspond to various scattering centers in tissue, while the reciprocal is referred to as the mapping in the interference pattern. It shows the low scattering mean free path. In imaging of quantum optics the probability distribution of THz radiation photons absorption passing through two tissue cell slits, which produces heat in the quantum-optical probability distribution for a photon of THz radiation scattered by a model of a cylindrical tissue cell, starting from Gaussian THz waveform state. Interference phenomena are exhibited as the number of time steps is increased. To solve this Schrödinger equation, the analysis uses the finite-difference method, incrementing the time variable in steps of t. This section presents a theoretical framework which calculates the energy density of the THz radiation regime in Fig. 9 with the diffusing-heat wave absorption for low scattering case as introduced in recent theoretical work. A dipole far field of THz radiation absorbs surface of the tissue which propagates with 0.1 THz and 1 THz frequency through diameters of two cell slits. Fig. 9a and 9b show the existence of which propagates with 0.1 THz and 1 THz frequency through diameters of two cells slit. Fig. 9a, 9b  9c, and 9d as well as 9e, 9f show the existence of absorption coefficient against variable of THz frequency for tumor and fat cell tissue. In fact, each tissue describes that a range of low THz frequencies about 1 THz there is a significant thermal rise of absorption and while it indicates a low heat rise of about 0.1 THz. Also, it shows its absorption strongly for fat cell tissue but muscle cell tissue absorbs weakly. Consideration of tissue is as a discrete ensemble of scatterers. The dominant scatterers in a tissue may be the fibers, cells, or subcellular organelles. The probability density that a photon incident on a small volume element will survive is equal to the ratio of the scattering and extinction cross sections and is called the "albedo" for single scattering. The albedo ranges from zero for a completely absorbing medium to unity for a completely scattering medium. In Fig. 10 there are on the short cell diameter scales as a slit which the propagation becomes increasingly ballistics in two slits of different tissue cell. It refers to the low scattering of various THz radiation frequencies capable of describing the crossover from ballistic to diffusive propagation. It shows that the polarization dependence of the auto-correlation function for a diameter of the cell size. Low scattering spectroscopy implies on the fact that dielectric fluctuation is sufficiently weak that the THz radiation scattered by the entire tissue medium. The following assumptions are made in this model which the frequency of the scattering radiation remains exactly the same as that of the incident radiation. Therefore, the scattering process is elastic. Phenomena of THz radiation absorption in muscle cancer tissue describe the fraction of the radiation after attenuation by absorption and scattering, provided that this penetrates the tissue. This result can help to better understand the temperature history of cancer cell tissues subject to step heating and thus suggest requirements for the cancerkilling temperatures.
The rate of THz heat production with low scattering The Fig. 10a shows that the change from a shorter to a longer wavelength increases the heat production rate in a cancer cell volume slightly (measured in mW/mm 2 ). This means that shorter wavelengths contribute to the heat production more than the longer wavelengths. It also indicates that the longer wavelengths remain constant. In Fig.10b shows that in with various power densities due to penetration of THz photon radiation variation about d = 20mm reduces temperature change to zero and also due to properties of tissue optical depth,  = 1 mm. Other factors include the variation of the THz radiation power sources and the variation of the wavelengths, as well as the radiation photon incidence angles. Because the higher heat production is caused by the THz radiation regime beam for 0.1 THz and 1 THz propagating through the tissue with strong water absorption, the intensity is attenuated exponentially, due to the low scattering factor. 
CONCLUSION
The results for time intervals of one second or longer show a constant temperature or a steady state cantered about one temperature. By contrast, millisecond to picoseconds time ranges display a small but significant temperature change as the depth varies for each tissue such as skin, fat, tumour, or muscle from a certain depth correlated with the contrasting tissue structures. Numerical calculation for scattering effect computes the thermal distribution using two different depth conditions for thermal mapping such as radial and axial axis direction which it results in significant different cold-red thermal color distribution. Axial depth describes that ratio of temperature dimensionless concerning heat transfer of THz radiation absorption decreases more sharply than that of radial depth axis. It means that when THz radiation is absorbed in tissue then the resulting heat in the axial axis direction propagates faster than that of the radial axis direction. In principle the important analysis of dimensionless parameter aims for the determination of medium characteristics recognized as the heat transfer number factor. The modeling result of temperature distribution in biological tissue applies the MathematicaSimulink based transformer or analogue computer method which compared with other numerical methods performing for all is almost the same result approach. The parameters obtained between model and experiment data are quite accurate with the uncertainty or a propagation error is 0.8 %.
